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Abstract: Hydrogen is a new promising energy source. Three operating parameters, including inlet
gas flow rate, pH and impeller speed, mainly determine the biohydrogen production from membrane
bioreactor. The work aims to boost biohydrogen production by determining the optimal values of
the control parameters. The proposed methodology contains two parts: modeling and parameter
estimation. A robust ANIFS model to simulate a membrane bioreactor has been constructed for
the modeling stage. Compared with RMS, thanks to ANFIS, the RMSE decreased from 2.89 using
ANOVA to 0.0183 using ANFIS. Capturing the proper correlation between the inputs and output of
the membrane bioreactor process system encourages the constructed ANFIS model to predict the
output performance exactly. Then, the optimal operating parameters were identified using the honey
badger algorithm. During the optimization process, inlet gas flow rate, pH and impeller speed are
used as decision variables, whereas the biohydrogen production is the objective function required
to be maximum. The integration between ANFIS and HBA boosted the hydrogen production yield
from 23.8 L to 25.52 L, increasing by 7.22%.

Keywords: membrane bioreactor; biohydrogen; optimization; modeling

1. Introduction

The energy demand is increasing globally due to the quick expansion of urbanization
and the economy. Fossil fuel utilization is contributing to greenhouse gas emissions and
global climate change [1]. Global warming, air pollutions and acid rains are examples of
environmental challenges produced by a severe and long-term reliance on fossil fuels [2].
Renewable energy resources including hydro [3], wind [4,5], tidal [6], solar [7], biomass [8],
etc. are sustainable and clean energy sources that can be used instead of fossil fuels. Biofuel
is a liquid, solid or gaseous fuel produced from biomass resources, including organic wastes
such as bioethanol, biohydrogen and biogas [9]. Thereby, biofuel is a promising solution
for simultaneous waste management and energy generation.

Hydrogen has developed as a new energy source in addition to its traditional function
as an industrial feedstock, primarily for producing methanol, ammonia and petroleum
refining [10]. Hydrogen’s incredible efficiency and low pollution make it attractive for use
in various other contexts, including militarized equipment, power generation and trans-
portation [11]. Biohydrogen has been mentioned as a future technology that could be used
to switch to cleaner energy and make transportation systems that are more environmen-
tally friendly [12]. Thermochemical conversion (such as gasification and combustion) [13],
biochemical conversion (such as anaerobic digestion and dark fermentation) [14] or the use
of MEC “microbial electrolysis cell” are the most common methods for converting biobased
substances into biohydrogen [15].
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Wastewater is water left over after freshwater, raw water, drinking water or salty water
has been used in various ways. Wastewater is also water that has been used for farming,
household, industrial or commercial activities, stormwater/surface runoff and any sewer
infiltration or inflow. Adsorption, filtration, membrane processes, advanced oxidation
and biological processes are some of the techniques used to treat wastewater [16,17].
Among these processes, biological processes are one of the best, most practical and most
successful options for secondary treatment. The biological approach uses less energy
than other methods of producing hydrogen since it may be carried out at mild operating
conditions [18]. Therefore, fermentation-based biohydrogen production is more practical,
affordable and straightforward and has drawn increased attention in recent years [19,20].

Biohydrogen is produced using various reactor technologies, including bubble columns [21],
membrane reactors [22] and stirred tanks [23]. Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) of multiple designs,
sizes and styles have lately come into prominence as efficient systems for producing hydrogen
and treating sewage [24,25]. The Anaerobic MBRs “AnMBRs”, a new biohydrogen production
technique, are constructed by consolidating traditional anaerobic fermenters with membrane
technology [26,27].

MGSBR “membrane gas separation-based bioreactor” is constructed by incorporat-
ing gas separation membranes into a hydrogen-producing reactor (i.e., stirred tank reac-
tor) as an alternative of the purifier filter [28]. The admixture from MGSBR is split into
two streams named retentate (which is made up of products with no energy value, such
as N2 and CO2) and permeate (which is full of hydrogen and whose purity relies on the
membrane selectivity) [28].

Hydrogen was produced from expired soft drinks using a packed-filter bioreactor [29].
Different parameters, including the packed filter position in the bioreactor, were investi-
gated at dimensionless heights (h/H) of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4, and the concentrations
of the feeding substrate of 2.51, 3.48, 5.34, 10.19 and 19.51 g total sugar/L, were also in-
vestigated. With a definite concentration “20 g total sugar/L” and hydraulic retention
time (1 h), the results revealed that a packed filter located at 2/4 has the highest hydrogen
generation; Clostridium tyrobutyricum, Bifidobacterium crudilactis and Clostridium sp. were
the major bacteria strains. This bioreactor was able to produce steady hydrogen. The best
possible biohydrogen yield was achieved by online monitoring of a dark fermenter using
an experimentally validated heuristic optimization technique.

Due to the system’s complexity, several factors, including the mass transfer coefficient,
membrane properties and permeability and impeller rotational speed, impact how well
the MGSBR performs. Furthermore, it is difficult to set up all the variables that affect the
process and make it successful. Therefore, it appears essential to use computational models to
predict and subsequently test many parameters that affect the system’s operation [30–32]. The
glucose concentration and consumption in the bioreactor were estimated using a Luenberger
observer linked to a super-twisting observer [33]. The maximum output and best input
flow rate of inlet glucose concentration might be calculated using a nonlinear programming
(NLP) optimization problem. A super-twisting controller with the perfect feed flow rate
set as its starting value monitored this maximum production. Three different types of non-
toxic porous materials, including PN “porous nylon”, CPE “chlorinated polyethene” and LS
“loofah sponge” were used as fixed-bed materials in a batch anaerobic digestion bioreactor
for hydrogen production [34]. The CPE-based bioreactor immobilized the richest density of
microorganisms, keeping the pH level stable in the best range and assisting the hydrogen
conversion via the butyrate pathway.

Rothan et al. [35] used RSM to increase hydrogen production by ammonia decomposi-
tion. Three parameters are considered: electrical voltage, ammonia flow rate and upstream
pressure. The maximum hydrogen yield of 93.438% has been achieved with voltage of
110 V, NH3 flow rate of 30 L/h and upstream pressure of 0 kPa [35]. In the same direction,
using RSM, Liu et al. [36] simultaneously optimized the production of volatile fatty acids
and biohydrogen from food waste. The total solid content, pH and reaction time are con-
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sidered to increase biohydrogen [36]. The maximum hydrogen of 46.03 mL g−1 has been
obtained at 7100 g L−1 and 3d, respectively, for total solid content, pH and reaction time.

Adaptive Network Fuzzy Inference System, or simply ANFIS, is one of the artificial
intelligence tools that can grasp the trend of the model from its experimental input–output
data. Unlike normal mathematical tools, ANFIS expresses the functionality between
the output and the inputs in the form of some IF-THEN fuzzy rules. The proposed
methodology for the case under investigation contains two phases. The first phase is
building an accurate model using ANFIS to simulate the membrane bioreactor process
in terms of three controlling input parameters. The second phase is optimal parameter
identification process using honey badger algorithm. During the optimization process,
there are three controlling parameters. The impeller speed, pH and gas flow rate are used as
decision variables, whereas the objective function is boosting the biohydrogen productivity.

The contribution of the paper can be summarized by the following points:

• Constructing an accurate ANFIS model of membrane bioreactor.
• For the first time, the honey badger algorithm is applied to determine the impeller

speed, pH and gas flow rate.
• Boosting the biohydrogen productivity from membrane bioreactor.

The rest of the paper is organized following this order: brief description of the dataset
is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed methodology has been explained. The
results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the main findings are outlined in Section 5.

2. Dataset

The bioreactor design employed in the current investigation was modeled after the
experimental configuration as in [37]. A 5 L stirred-tank reactor operated under batch and
batch recycled flow modes was used for producing biohydrogen. Using anaerobic-activated
sludge, sucrose of 35 g/L was employed as the sole substrate for biohydrogen generation.
The bioreactor was embedded with turbine “Rushton” and a six-bladed impeller, and an
exterior diameter of 8.7 cm was utilized to preserve uniformity. Table 1 summarizes the
bioreactor setup’s geometric features; more details are displayed in [38].

Table 1. Summary of the bioreactor setup’s geometric features.

Variables

Impeller Speed (rpm) Inlet Gas Flow Rate (m3/s) pH

40 2 × 10−5 5

120 3 × 10−5 6

200 4 × 10−5 7

According to the literature [37,38], the reactor was kept at 35.0 ◦C, and pH of 5.5 was
maintained using NaOH. A sparger at the bottom of the reactor supplied the recycling flow
that was used to aerate the bioreactor.

3. Suggested Method

The suggested method includes two phases: ANFIS modeling and parameter identification.

3.1. ANFIS Based Model

For the ANFIS model, the nonlinear mapping of the inputs is attained by membership
functions (MFs) in the fuzzification layer. Generating the rules of ANFIS, assessing the
rules’ outputs and combining the fired rules to acquire the output happens in the inference
engine phase [39]. Ultimately, the output is converted from fuzzy form to its crisp value
in the defuzzification layer. In spite of there being several MF forms and defuzzification
methods, the gaussian shape and weight average are the best nominated, respectively.
For the ANFIS model, the relations between the inputs and outputs are modeled using
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an IF-THEN rule. The following relation can be presented as an example of the ANFIS
rule [40].

IF m is M, and n is N, THEN z = f (m, n).
Where m and b are the inputs, and z is the output, M and N are the MFs of m and

N, respectively.
The fuzzy rule demonstrates that the output z is a function of the inputs m and n.
The output f can be estimated using the two rules’ outputs, f 1 and f 2, as follows:

f = ω̃1 f1 + ω̃2 f2 (1)

Evaluating ω̃1g1(x, y) and ω̃2g2(x, y)

ω̃1 =
ω1

ω1 + ω2
(2)

ω̃2 =
ω2

ω1 + ω2
(3)

ω1 = µA1 ∗ µB1 (4)

ω2 = µA2 ∗ µB2 (5)

µA1 , µA2 , µB1 and µB2 are the MF values of the two inputs.

3.2. Honey Badger Algorithm

The honey badger algorithm is one of the most recent approaches that has been
presented by Hashim et al. [41]. The algorithm was inspired from the smart foraging
behavior of honey badgers. The HBA is characterized by exploration/exploitation balance;
this merit enhances the ability of the approach to solve complex optimization problems
with multi-local solutions. The honey badger determines the location of its prey via
walking slowly and continuously using mouse-sniffing skills. It begins with locating the
approximate site of the prey by digging and eventually catching it. A Honeyguide bird can
locate hives but cannot obtain the honey. This makes a connection between them, as the
bird leads the badger to hives and helps it open the hives via its claws; finally, they enjoy
the teamwork reward. Therefore, the food source can be located via either a digging phase
or a honey phase. The approach begins by defining a population of probable solutions with
size N; this is formulated as follows:

xi = lbi + r1(ubi − lbi) (6)

where xi represents the position of ith honey badger; lbi and ubi denote the lower and
upper limits of the search space, and r1 is a random number in range [0, 1]. After that,
the algorithm calculates the prey smell intensity, which refers to the prey concentration
strength and its distance from the badger. It can be calculated by the inverse square low
as follows:

Ii = r2 ×
S

4πdi
2 (7)

where r2 denotes random number in the range [0, 1]; S and di represent the concentration
strength (prey location) and distance between the ith badger and the prey, respectively.
They can be calculated as follows:

S = (xi − xi+1)
2 (8)

di = xprey − xi (9)
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where xprey is the position of prey. The third step followed in HBA is updating the density
factor (α); it controls the transition process from exploration to exploitation; it can be
calculated as follows:

α = C× exp
(
−t

tmax

)
(10)

where C is a constant greater than unity. The HBA employs a parameter named flag (F) to
alert the direction of the algorithm search, which helps validate high chances for agents
to scan the search space thoroughly. The positions of agents are updated via the digging
phase and the honey phase; in the first one, the honey badger moves in cardioid shape via
the following equation:

xnew = xprey + F× β× I × xprey + F× r3 × α× di × |cos(2πr4)× (1− cos(2πr5))| (11)

where β is the badger’s ability to acquire food; β ≥ 1, r3, r4 and r5 are random numbers in
range [0, 1]; the value of F is assigned according to the following formula:

F =

{
1 i f r6 ≤ 0.5
−1 else

(12)

where r6 represents a random number in the range [0, 1]. On the other hand, the honey is
conducted as follows:

xnew = xprey + F× r7 × α× di (13)

where r7 represents the random number in the range [0, 1].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Modeling

The considered dataset employed to construct the ANFIS model contains 20 measured
samples. Such data are divided into two parts. The first part used to train the model
contains 14 points, whereas the remaining is used to test the model. To train the model, the
LSE and backpropagation are used in the forward and backward paths, respectively. For
generating the rules, the SC has been considered. Finally, the model was trained to achieve
a minimum RMSE value. The numerical assessment of the constructed model is presented
in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical metrics of membrane bioreactor model.

RMSE Squared-R

Train Test All Train Test All

0.0057 0.0322 0.0183 1.0 0.9999 0.9999

Referring to Table 2, using ANFIS, the RMSE values are 0.0057 and 0.0322 for training
and testing data. The Squared-R values are 1.00 and 0.9999, respectively, for training and
testing. Compared with RMS, thanks to ANFIS, the RMSE decreased from 2.89 using
ANOVA to 0.0183 using ANFIS. The low RMSE and the high Squared-R using ANFIS
demonstrate an effective modeling stage. Figure 1 presents the three inputs and single
output structure of the ANFIS model. The outlines of the gaussian shape MFs are presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 3 indicates the three-dimensional plots with contours of the inputs against the
output. The peak value of the output goes to the dark red, but the smallest value goes to
the dark blue.
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Figure 3 illustrates the influence of the interaction of two parameters on hydrogen
production, i.e., pH and flow rate (Figure 3a), pH and impeller speed (Figure 3b) and flow
rate and impeller speed (Figure 3c). As depicted in Figure 3a, the increase in the pH value
from 5 to 7 results in improving the hydrogen productivity, especially at a pH value of
around 6.5 at the whole range of the flow rates, while the increase in the flow rate from
20 mL/s to 30 mL/s has a positive effect on the hydrogen production. In contrast, the
further increase in the flow rate to 40 mL/s decreased hydrogen production. The positive
effect of the pH on the biohydrogen from 5 to around 6.5 would be related to the positive
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effect of the pH on the growth rate of the microorganisms responsible for the hydrogen
production; however, the little bit of decrease in the hydrogen production beyond pH more
than 6.5 could be related to the directing the bio-reaction for production other products
rather than the biohydrogen [42]. Furthermore, at low pH values, the activity of the (Fe–
Fe) hydrogenase enzyme is inhibited, and thus biohydrogen decreases at low pH values,
especially lower than 5 [43,44]. The effect of the increase in the impeller speed and the pH
was seen in Figure 3b. As depicted from the figure, the increase in the impeller speed from
40 to 120 resulted in improving the biohydrogen yield, while the further increase in the
impeller speed resulted in decreasing the biohydrogen production. The pH effect is similar
to that discussed in Figure 3b, while the pH effect is clear at a higher impeller rate than
that at a low impeller rate. The improvement in the biohydrogen production by increasing
the impeller speed to 120 rpm would be related to improved mass transfer [45,46], while
at a higher rotation speed of more than 12 rpm had a negative effect on the biohydrogen
production that could be related to the negative effect of the rotation speed at the intense
agitation and turbulent flow conditions (Re > 103) on the metabolic activity of the butyric
acid pathway [46–48]. As depicted in Figure 3c, the increase in the gas flow rate from
20 to around 30 mL/min improved the biohydrogen production, especially at high impeller
speed. It decreased with the further increase in the impeller’s speed. The increase in the
recycled gas flow rate from 20 to 30 mL/s would increase the formation of gas bubbles
in the bioreactor media, thus increasing the interfacial area between the liquid and the
gas. Such behavior at a higher speed of the impeller would significantly improve the mass
transfer and thus the biohydrogen production [45]. However, a higher recycled gas flow
rate beyond 30 mL/s would decrease the metabolic activity of the butyric acid pathway,
thus decreasing the biohydrogen production, as discussed above [46–48].
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Catching the proper correlation between the inputs and output of the membrane
bioreactor process system encourages the constructed ANFIS model to predict the output
performance entirely. This is clear from the plotting of the ANFIS model’s predicted outputs
versus the CFD data as explained in Figure 4. The great fit between the calculated and
CFD data can be examined. The predictions’ plots across the 100% precision line are also
displayed in Figure 5.
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4.2. Optimization Results

This section aims to define the best values of pH, flow rate and impeller speed to
increase biohydrogen production. Consequently, after constructing a dependable ANFIS
model, HBA has been used to estimate the best values for three controlling parameters.
The problem statement of the objective function can express as follows:

f = arg
x∈R

max(y) (14)

where x is the set of normalized input variables, and y is the percent of the hydro-
gen production.

Table 3 presents the optimal parameters and corresponding hydrogen production
using CFD, RSM method and the HBA. The integration between ANFIS and HBA boosted
the hydrogen yield from 23.8 L to 25.52 L, increasing by 7.22%.
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Table 3. Achieved best parameters using considered approaches.

Method pH Flow Rate 10−5 m3/s Impeller Speed (rpm) Hydrogen Production (L)

CFD [38] 6 2 120 23.8

RSM [38] 6.2 2.4 115 24.09

Proposed 0.8732 [N] 0.7859 [N] 0.9324 [N]
25.52

6.1124 3.1436 186.48Sustainability 2023, 15, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 12 
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Figure 6 presents the variation of particles during the identification procedure. The
optimal normalized values are 0.8732, 0.7859 and 0.9324, respectively, for pH, flow rate
and impeller speed. The maximum produced hydrogen is 25.52 L. To confirm that this
value not achieved arbitrarily, the HBO executed 30 times. The minimum, maximum,
mean and STD values are 24.77 L, 25.52 L, 25.314 L and 0.33.
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5. Conclusions

The primary target of the paper is modeling and optimizing the performance of the
membrane bioreactor. Such a goal has been achieved using artificial intelligence and
modern optimization. The suggested method incorporates the ANFIS-based modeling and
parameter identification by the honey badger algorithm. The biohydrogen productivity has
been boosted through optimal tuning of the impeller speed, pH and gas flow rate. Using
ANFIS, the RMSE values are 0.0057 and 0.0322 for training and testing data. The Squared-R
values are 1.00 and 0.9999 for training and testing. Compared with RMS, thanks to ANFIS,
the RMSE decreased from 2.89 using ANOVA to 0.0183 using ANFIS. The low RMSE and the
high Squared-R using ANFIS demonstrate an effective modeling stage. This demonstrated
the robustness of ANFIS modeling. Next, using HBA for the optimal parameters, the
optimal normalized values are 6.1124, 3.1436 * 10−5 m3/s and 186.48 rpm, respectively, for
pH, flow rate and impeller speed. Under the optimal condition, the integration between
ANFIS and HBA boosted the hydrogen yield from 23.8 L to 25.52 L, an increased of 7.22%.
It is expected that the scaling up of the bioreactor and the type of organic material will
affect the overall performance in biohydrogen productivity. Therefore, it is recommended
to test various organics and a large-scale bioreactor. Furthermore, future work will consider
other recent optimization algorithms with different modeling techniques.
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